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We are announcing the launch of our new website with awesome new 

features. Yo Pitts! Foods is a purveyor of healthy and delectable all-natural condiments products. Our 
product suite is made from the freshest ingredients – all-natural tomatoes and less sugar in our ketchup; 
all-natural, quality mustard seeds in our mustard.  
 
Our new website, located at yopittsfoods.com, will allow you to order the all-natural condiments products 
online and have them delivered straight to your doorstep. This new website can also give you insights on 
our products: where to buy them, recipes with them and much, much more!  Yo Pitts! Foods’ condiment 
products are great additions to the home and are amazing for large events and weddings.  
 
Yo Pitts! Foods is changing the narrative around food. Normally, condiments are the last step in meal 
preparation – a cherry on top, if you will. With Yo Pitts! Foods, our customers are building entire meals 
around their condiment choice, from the all-natural ketchups and mustards, and deciding what food 
groups to add on after that! It’s really changing the game in the food space.  
 
Yo Pitts! Foods, born in Harlem, NY is a customer focused, family owned company that is 100% devoted to 
delivering quality products and quality experience. We care deeply about our customers and we enjoy 
taking care of them. Check out the new website today to view our all-natural products and start stocking 
your shelves!  
 
Yo Pitts! Foods 
 
Yo Pitts! Foods is a New York-based company. Founded in 2015, Yo Pitts! Foods is the brainchild of creator 
and founder Tom Pitts. This creation was brought to life while Tom was sourcing the ingredients for his 
approved soap patent. On a quest for all-natural and wholesome ingredients, Tom discovered ingredients 
that satisfied his love for flavorful food. Combining these ingredients and flavored condiments was how 
Yo Pitts! Foods was formed. Yo Pitts! Foods now has 12 variations of favors within its ketchup and 
mustard lines. These condiments are perfect for gourmet and everyday meals, as well as beer and wine 
parings. Yo Pitts! Foods has made its way to homes across the country through its website and is now 
available in many online marketplaces and a growing number of retail shops. For more information about 
Yo Pitts! Foods, please visit www.yopittsfoods.com. 

 
Chaotic Interactions 
 
Chaotic Interactions, is a marketing agency that focuses on all-inclusive marketing. This all-inclusive 
marketing concept includes all media vehicles; new and old, conventional and non-conventional because 
businesses have their own unique media vehicle needs. Our NYC office handles marketing and PR duties 
including strategy, planning, placement and management.  For more information about Chaotic 
Interactions, please visit www.chaoticinteractions.com. 
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